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1. Introduction
For these reasons, one interesting approach is to
conduct experiments on the Internet itself. However,
for large scale experiments this requires having access
to a large number of nodes. The cost of using Amazon
EC2 [6] clouds or other paying services might limit the
extension to which ICN solutions can be evaluated and
affect the transparency of the experiments, since clouds
present restricted node management interfaces.

The Information Centric Networking (ICN) paradigm
is gaining attention among network researchers and
operators as an alternative to share content more
efficiently on the Internet. In the ICN paradigm,
content naming is independent from physical server
location, and since content can be cached at
intermediate hops in the network, it can be retrieved
from the closest available cache, lowering delay and
reducing redundant traffic.

Taking into account these considerations, PlanetLab [2]
presents itself as a good alternative for large scale
evaluation of ICN technologies to be deployed on the
Internet for two main reasons. The first one is that
access to the testbed is free for members of PlanetLab
partner institutions. The second one is that PlanetLab
nodes can be chosen from locations all around the
world to best suit the needs of each experiment
scenario. However these features have a tradeoff cost:
PlanetLab provides a best effort service which means
that nodes can be down or irresponsive for long periods
of time, and seemly healthy nodes may have broken
configurations. These issues add up to the already
difficult task of synchronizing large experiment
deployments on highly distributed and unpredictable
environments such as the Internet.

A shift towards an ICN Internet architecture can
particularly impact current multimedia traffic patterns,
such as video traffic, which represents an increasing
fraction of the traffic on the Internet today [1]. Since it
is not feasible to envision a clean slate replacement of
the current Internet architecture, ICN solutions
deployed by Internet operators will coexist with
TCP/IP technologies at least in the short to medium
term. For this reason, it is crucial to evaluate and
understand the behavior of ICN solutions in realistic
Internet environments through prior experimentation.
In this paper we present a framework for evaluating
ICN solutions in general, and multimedia solutions in
particular. This framework simplifies the challenges of
conducting large scale experiments on the wild
Internet. We leverage on the existing PlanetLab [2]
testbed to provide worldwide distributed access to the
Internet at minimum cost, and propose the NEPI [3]
tool to simplify the design and deployment of
experiments. As a means of illustrating the capabilities
of the framework, we consider an example experiment
in which we evaluate the performance of broadcasting
video to over 100 consumers using CCNx [4], against
a classical client-server solution.

To alleviate this complexity we developed NEPI [3],
network experimentation programming interface. NEPI
is an open source tool which provides an experiment
description language to design network experiments,
describing both topology and applications, and a
controller entity to automatically deploy those
experiments on target experimentation environments,
such as PlanetLab. The controller entity is capable of
collecting result files during the experiment execution
to a local directory. NEPI also allows to specify node
selection filters while designing the experiment, which
permits to automatically discover and provision
PlanetLab nodes during experiment deployment,
without the user having to hand-pick them. NEPI takes
into account node health metrics, exposed through the
PlanetLab API, to choose the best suited available
nodes, and discards unresponsive nodes, blacklisting
them to be ignored for future experiments.

2. Evaluation framework
The difficulty to realistically simulate the Internet
traffic [5] makes simulation environments not
sufficient to evaluate the behavior of ICN technologies
to be deployed on the Internet. Furthermore, the
simplifications linked to simulation environments can
hide important issues related to the performance and
feasibility of the solution under study. While probably
more realistic to reflect performance issues, dedicated
or private testbeds can hardly mimic the complexity
and diversity of traffic found on the Internet.

For applications, NEPI provides the possibility to
upload arbitrary sources, including user modified
source code and input files (e.g. video files), to
PlanetLab nodes, and gives the possibility to specify
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custom compilation and installation instructions in the
experiment description. It automates installation of
package dependencies for application compilation and
execution through the yum package manager [7]. This
ability to run arbitrary applications, in a very
customizable way on PlanetLab nodes, makes it an
ideal tool to experiment with ICN technologies on the
Internet. NEPI can be used to conduct experiments in
two ways: (i) through its graphical user interface,
which allows designing experiments by dragging and
dropping components, and connecting them on a
canvas, or (ii) through a Python script.
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Figure 2. CCNx experiment scenario three-level tree
topology on the bottom
In both experiments we made all clients start retrieving
the stream simultaneously, and used tcpdump to
measure the amount of traffic sent from the root node,
and received on the leaf nodes. We hand-picked the
root and the leaf nodes, and used the same ones for
both experiments to ensure comparable results.

3. Example experiment scenario
In this section we exemplify how our framework can
be used to conduct large video broadcasting
experiments on the Internet, to evaluate ICN
technologies. There are currently several active
projects working to develop efficient ICN architectures
for the future Internet, such as PSIRP, NETInf and
CCN [8], to mention a few. For the purpose of this
example we chose to evaluate the network performance
of the CCNx software, an implementation of CCN [9],
against the popular VLC media player [10], when
broadcasting a video from a single source to 100
consumers distributed over 12 countries in Europe.
VLC supports video broadcasting over the Internet
using point-to-point transmissions. We used RTP to
stream a 20 minutes long, 320x240, 658kbps, H.264
encoded video to the clients. Figure 1 shows the twolevel topology used for this experiment.

Designing and running these experiments took only
days with NEPI, while implementing from scratch a
script or program to perform the same experiment
would have taken several weeks. The scripts used to
run the experiments are publicly available on the NEPI
source code directory in the “examples/streaming”
folder. Instructions on how to download the source
code are available at NEPI web page at
http://nepi.inria.fr .
4. Results
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Figure 1. VLC experiment topology
We then used the same video to conduct another
experiment with the CCNx software (version 0.7.1).
To better exploit the advantages of the content cache,
we designed a three-level tree topology where leaf
nodes were connected to an intermediate node in the
same country, through unicast UDP FIB entries. In
turn, intermediate nodes were directly connected to the
root node in the same way. All nodes ran a CCNx
daemon (ccnd), and on the root node the ccnseqwritter
application was used to publish the video in a local
CCNx repository. The 100 leaf nodes retrieved the
video using the ccncat application. Figure 2 shows the
topology chosen for this experiment.

Figure 3. Total traffic generated on root and leaf nodes.
Figure 3 shows the results obtained from this
experiment. As expected, we see that the VLC root
node generates more traffic (7 times more) than the
CCNx root node. The VLC root sends the entire video
one time per each client, while the CCNx root node
sends the video only one time per intermediate node.
However, what strikes as interesting is that the total
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traffic received in average per leaf node is bigger for
CCNx than for VLC, which can be explained by the
CCNx protocol overhead.
NEPI was able to retrieve more than 300 results files
from the remote nodes automatically. We had to run
the NEPI scripts several times in order to get the
experiments running, since many times nodes would
fail during installation, or SSH connections to the
nodes will not respond. However, NEPI managed to
detect problems during the deployment face and
rapidly finish the experiment providing an error log.
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5. Conclusion
In this paper we presented a framework, favorable for
the ICN research community, to simplify the task of
conducting large ICN experiments on the Internet. The
framework is based on two core components, the
PlanetLab testbed and the NEPI experiment
management tool. We have provided an example
showing the usage of the framework to conduct
experiments involving over 100 nodes, deploying
complex applications and collecting results in a highly
customizable way.
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